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Anthropological Obfuscation
Algorithmic Fabrications
Clandestine Cult
Enforced Division
Social Comprehension
The Golden Leash

Black Wedding Dress
Functional Tree Bark
Muir Woods
The First Sound
Viral Seed

“I killed my sister today...”

_Book 23: Verse 3.3

The aspect of covert decision making has dominated the
course of history, allowing elite individuals and families to
alter the perception of society. The Bohemian Grove is one
such location where a mysterious gentleman’s club gather
annually. The Bohemian Club is a “top-secret” group of
inﬂuential men who make world-altering decisions. A number
of these include the initial conception for the Manhattan
Project in 1942, plans for the Nixon presidency (winning
the election as well as the integration of the Watergate
scandal), and the initial planning of the bay of pigs invasion.
The Bohemian Grove is meant to be a place absent from
business deals, stating that anyone in the club is told
“WEAVING SPIDERS COME NOT HERE”.
The Gentleman’s Club is a dangerous association of the
world’s most powerful men. Although certain satanic practices
have been rumored to have occurred there, the inﬂuence that
this group has on the world is its most impactful aspect. The
grove is quickly becoming famous, meaning that there are a
multitude of other gatherings between highly inﬂuential people
that are not widely known about. This begins to insert the
question of who actually holds the power over the future of
the economy, government, and global society.
The grove aﬀects almost everything in our lives, and
society, to some degree. A practiced gathering of elite men
ignites more questions pertaining to why a club of this stature
is necessary. Originally formed to be an artistic getaway, the
club has grown over the past century to include presidents,
billionaires, and other powerful world leaders. The existence
of the Grove, and the clandestine cult, are not worrisome.
However, the continued engagement across multiple
generations is a veriﬁed means to question what decisions,
that are aﬀecting modern society, are being made in this
anathematized forest.

Among Us Grit
Wakeen Phoenix
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Systematized Puriﬁcation
Excessive Distress
Fear
Isolation Apprehension
Recurrent Nightmares
Separation Anxiety

Constituted Aggregation
Emotional Detachment
Internal Abasement
Starless Worlds
Suﬀering Filaments

“One day the ﬂowers will grow again...”

_Tao Hua Yuan

Separation anxiety is a normal stage of development for
infants and toddlers, however, the disorder can be diagnosed
as having excessive symptoms during the developmental
age of growth, leading to signiﬁcant distress in terms of
daily functionality. A lack of proper treatment for adults
with separation anxiety can lead to a multitude of life
compromising issues, some of which include the following:
Insomniac tendencies, increased levels or general anxiety,
hair loss, heart disease, anorexia, impaired social skills, lack
of concentration, night terrors, loss in personal and religious
conﬁdence, compulsive repetitive behaviors.
The sustained feeling of apprehension is a subtle, but
eﬀective way, to ruin one’s life. Much like depression, the
disorder eats at people from the inside out, making daily
activities somewhat troublesome. A relegated mental space
can be life threatening for some types of people, especially
introverts.
Many people, and animals, have a small dosage of separation
anxiety, however, when experienced on a more potent level it
can be mentally draining to the point of suicide. Separation
Anxiety has about 200,000 annual cases in the United States
per year. This number has been consistent over the past
several decades.
The eﬀects of separation anxiety can be applied to larger
systems than an individual. On a national scale, the
detachment of a state from the rest of country could lead to
several negatively founded actions. The removal of a piece
from a system will have serious ramiﬁcations on both the
governing body as well as the isolated component.
Consequently, the gesture of departure may also be
considered as an act of cleansing; A self-motivated removal
from a restrictive circumstance.

Mania
Logan Miller
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Fiction Almost
Greedy Love
Mammonism
Misdirected Avidity
Suggestive Narratives
The Primordial Sin

Ethical War Machines
Flight of Icarus
Misinformed Alchemists
Unatural Decay
Wuthering Heights

“The Future is a better key to the present than the
past...”
_JG Ballard

Greed is the ﬁrst sin, and love its precursor. The existence of
modern day power constructs are due to greed. A desire to
have what you never thought was possible has been plaguing
our global society since the initial consumption of a tainted
apple. These two base desires have shaped everything that
we know to be true and false, and will continue to do so for
all of humanities existence.
The intense levels of lust, deﬁned by these primordial sins,
indirectly aﬀect all aspects of society. The painting of The
Future already has a chosen artist, he just has to select
which brush to use. A re-imagination of the Sourcebook
should be continuously established in order to diminish the
hunger of greed, consequently bolstering the potency of love.
The future is ﬁctional, yet we all are destined to spend the rest
of our lives there. All of humankind are the direct inheritors
of the celestial gift of imagination; the desire to fabricate an
intimate relationship with the imperfect.
Painted hot air balloons in the sky paired with terrestrial
dancing machines of war, just an idea.
The Future is a better key to the present than the past, not
that the door needs to be unlocked. However, what if said
lock was picked, or the door was splintered from a thousand
paper cuts? None of these questions matter as The Future
is designed on profound impulses, warped to the will of the
Misinformed Dreamer.
In this way, the door will take inﬁnite forms. With greater
predominance, the contents behind the door will be quantiﬁed
as Inﬁnite(Inﬁnity) ; continuously molding to the desires of the
Alchemist.

Robot Gardens Two: Voxelized
James Roha
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No-Trust Funds
Failed Anthropocene
Fetal Governments
Paper Thin Programs
Predestined Skin Dwellers
Produced Loneliness

Adult Playground
Audience Issues
Reformative Words
Unconscious by Choice
Wrapped in Friction

“Socialism for the rich, capitalism for the poor...”

_Michael Harrington

Government issued incentives can lead companies to “work
for” the government under certain stipulations. Too much of
this type of behavior can lead to a monopolized system of
power where the free market has limited potential for growth
as all the major products and essentials are controlled by
large industries.
According to the CATO Institute, the US government spends
around 100 billion dollars annually on corporate welfare. This
money allows for companies to provide substantial health
care beneﬁts for their employees, although the maximum
level of service that could be provided almost never is. On
the other hand, the US government spends 15 billion dollars
annually on social welfare. Ergo, only 15% of the money
invested into corporations and our nations job infrastructure
is being directed towards helping those that are not
independently sustainable.
Corporate welfare thereby eﬀects the pension status of
many of the middle class citizens associated within a given
company. Alternatively, it also aﬀects the lower class of
society by essentially taking away money from their social
welfare system.
Corporate welfare is good in theory, but as most things
are with the government, bad in practice. If the distributed
money was equipped with a better oversight process, the
reﬁned system could greatly beneﬁt the economy and inﬂux
of potential jobs. However, as it stands, the corporate welfare
process is simply a way for the national government to
manipulate which direction large companies are heading
toward through monetary incentives.

I think
EDEN
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Economical Farmers
Automaton Landscapes
Book of Emanations
Lukewarm Colored Room
Lunch Table Combat
Machine-Native Interactions

Bipolar Joints
Buckled Knees
Half-Bitten Tongues
Homeless Yard Sale
Predetermined Theft

“Be an Emperor for all outcomes...”

_Unknown

Companies seek to invest in themselves when they are
conﬁdent that their shares are undervalued. In other words,
the rich get richer and manipulate how a company is
reﬂected in the market. This method of operating leaves little
consideration to the other shareholders of the company,
sometimes leaving the public out to dry in order to give the
appearance that an institution is succeeding, even if it isn’t.
Stock Buyback has a show-and-tell eﬀect in the
marketplace. Many of the leading companies, and by
association their residing billionaires, take advantage of
this system in order to leverage the perceived value of a
company, in either a positive or negative manner. This is
done for one of two reasons; to reduce the amount of money
owed in taxes and / or to “earn”, steal, as much money from
shareholders in a company that is going into bankruptcy.
Stock Buybacks are very common, happening every year
within a majority of companies. Large transactions of
buybacks also occur somewhat frequently, and for the
most part beneﬁt both the residing company and their
shareholders. However, there have been many instances
where the buyback was initially conceived with ill-intent, or the
process was not thought out throughly enough and severely
damaged the wealth associated with the shareholders.
Having said this, a failed buyback hurts both the shareholders
and the company itself, apart from a few niche situations.
This means that it is in nearly everyone’s interest for these
transactions to be successful.
In the near future, companies could innovate into a complex
system of economical farmers. Occupying a status of a
fully autonomous entity that perceives their shareholders
as a series of machines whose function is to maintain a
distribution of wealth.

Shot 084 Corepod 01
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Pocket Societies
Controlled Anarchy
Geocentric Exoplanetology
Homogeneous Eﬀort
Machine Husbandry
Poetics of Space

Abridged Autobiographies
Anthropological Reductionism
Communal Fallacy
Monitored Smoke Screens
Yesterday’s Futures

“Don’t let your mind limit itself...”

_Graham Shaw

A successful project is determined by the timing of quality
ideas. Synchronized congealment between actively working
partners exponentially increasing the level of productivity
and inﬂuence of a given idea. Worker owned institutions
attempt to play on this philosophy, encouraging collaborations
between employees in order to yield greater annual proﬁts.
The greater standard for employee living and working
conditions will be directly reﬂected as incentives to achieve
this goal. However, companies encased in this way of
business tend to lack a substantial backup plan.
Worker owned companies have a majority of their owners
operating as ground level employees. This leads to the
working class having a direct say in their own working
conditions and level of pay. A ripple eﬀect regarding the
mental health, physical health, and social life are generally
seen as beneﬁcial side eﬀects. However, if the company
begins to suﬀer ﬁnancially, all of the positive aspects that
come with a worker owned environment can immediately be
turned on its head and become overwhelmingly negative.
Any given company may beneﬁt from heightened employee
engagement for a number of reasons. Institutions with
employee ownership often see greater productivity, higher
proﬁtability, and increased revenue. These successes also
tend to persist over time, as the motivation of the working
force continues to be the main driver of proﬁts.
Although the idea of a worker owned agency excels at
the level of an individual, it could never be sustainable for
a larger empire of companies. Logistics for international,
or interplanetary, systems under this ideology should be
categorized as momentarily achievable.
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